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SYMMETRIC JUMP PROCESSES(>)
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MARTIN L, SILVERSTEIN

ABSTRACT. We use the theory of Dirichlet spaces to construct symmetric Markov
processes of pure jump type and to identify the Levy measures for these processes.

Particular attention is paid to lattice and hard sphere systems which interact through speed

change and exclusion.

Introduction. Our starting point is a family of measures -nix, dy) on a separable

locally compact Hausdorff space X and a fixed Radon measure p on X which

together satisfy a condition of symmetry and certain mild conditions of regular-

ity. These generate a regular Dirichlet space to which corresponds in the sense of

[3] and [13] a strong Markov process. The problem considered in this paper is

that of identifying the given measures ir(x,dy) as the "Levy measures" for the

Markov process. At present we are able to obtain satisfactory results only after

imposing one of two side conditions labeled 1.5 and 1.6 below. These are too

restrictive for a general theory but permit us to treat some interesting examples.

The main results are established in §1 and the appendix. §§2, 3 and 4 are

devoted to examples.

Symmetric stable processes on Euclidean space are considered in §2. These are

included both to indicate the scope of one of our side conditions and also in

preparation for our treatment of hard sphere systems in §4. The results

themselves are of little interest since they follow easily from the standard

representation of such processes as integrals of differential Poisson processes.

A class of interacting lattices introduced by F. Spitzer are considered in §3.

Our approach provides a construction of these processes which is quite different

from the one in [6] and [7]. However the latter results are more complete in that

the relevant semigroup is shown to map continuous functions into continuous

functions. This means in particular that any initial configuration is permissible

and that certain exceptional polar sets which are always present with our

approach can be eliminated.

Systems of interacting hard spheres are treated in §4. Centers of the individual

spheres move according to a fixed symmetric stable process with index o < 1.

The interaction is a combination of speed change and hard sphere exclusion. Our

existence theorem here is new and does not seem to be obtainable by the more
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familiar semigroup techniques. The restriction to a < 1 is essential for our

present tools, but we doubt that the case 1 < a < 2 is intrinsically different.

Throughout the paper X is a separable locally compact Hausdorff space and

Ccom(X) is the collection of continuous functions on X having compact support.

All functions are real valued. The symbols 1(A) and lA will both be used for the

indicator of the set A and the symbol E(A; B;f) will be used for the integral of

/over the set A D B. Notations and results in §§1 through 3 of [13] will often be

used without explicit reference.

1. General theory. We consider a "generalized matrix on X." This is a family

it(x, dy) of Borel measures on X indexed by x in X and satisfying

1.1.1. v(x,{x}) = 0 and ir(x, •) is a Radon measure on X — {x}.

1.1.2. ir(;T) is Borel measurable on X for every Borel subset T of X.

1.1.3. ir(-,X - D) is locally bounded on any open set D.

Lemma 1.1. Let p be a Radon measure on X. Then there is a unique sigma finite

Borel measure n[pj(dx), dy] onXxX such that

ff wWx), dy]F(x,y) = / pfdx) f ir(x, dy) F(x,y)

whenever F(x,y) is nonnegative and jointly Borel measurable onXxX.

Proof. The existence of <n[p(dx), dy] depends on Borel measurability of f(x)

= f tr(x, dy) F(x,y). This can be shown by standard arguments when F is

bounded and supported on a product set K X L with K and L disjoint compact

sets and then the general case follows by an obvious splitting and passage to the

limit. Sigma finiteness is immediate since the diagonal will have measure zero.

1.1. Definition. A Radon measure p is symmetric if the measure ir[pidx), dy] is

symmetric onXxX.

Lemma 1.2. Let p be symmetric. If f(x) = f'(x) [a.e. p(dx)] on X, then also

/to -Ay) = /'to -f'(y) [a.e. Mdx),dy]] onXxX.

Proof. It suffices to observe that T x X and therefore X X Y is a tt(u, •) null

subset of X x X whenever T is a /i null subset of X.

1.2. Notation. Let u be symmetric. Then nj/Zg) is defined by

"■„</,£> = ff 4Kdx),dy]{f(x) -f(y)){g(x) - g(y)}

when it converges. LM is the collection of/in L2(ji) such that tt^/,/) is finite.

It is easy to check that (L,,,^) is a Dirichlet space relative to L2(p) and in

particular the linear space LM is a Hilbert space relative to any of the inner

products

*-,mX/>2> = *",.</>£> + u jKdx)f(x)g(x)

defined for u > 0. This Dirichlet space always determines a submarkovian
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resolvent on L2(p) (see [4, §2]) but in general this resolvent need not correspond

to a Markov process with "well behaved" sample paths. In order to obtain such

a process we impose a regularity condition and replace LM by a closed subspace.

Thus we consider only symmetric p satisfying the following

1.3. Regularity condition. L,, D Q^X) is uniformly dense in Cmm(X).

This regularity condition does not seem to be a serious restriction in practice.

1.4. Definition. The jump Dirichlet space generated by the symmetric measure p

is the pair (F^E^) where Eß = \m^ and where F^ is the closure in L^ of LM

n QomiX). That is, F^ is the collection of fin LM/or which there exists a sequence

f„ n > 1 in L^ n Ccom(X) such that

f pidx)\f(x) - f„(x)\2 -> 0,       «r,</-U-f„> ~* 0,

as n Î oo.

Remark. In checking that (F^E^) is indeed a Dirichlet space, the only

nontrivial property is contractivity. But if / in F^ can be approximated by the

sequence of functions f„ in LM n Q^X) and if T is a normalized contraction,

then the Dirichlet norms of Tf„ are bounded and so Tf can be approximated by

Cesàro sums of a subsequence from the Tf„. (See [11, p. 80].)

If p is a symmetric measure satisfying the regularity condition 1.3, then

Ifi n Qom(X) is both uniformly dense in Cc^X) and dense in FM relative to any

of the inner products tr^. Thus, except for the irrelevant condition that p be

dense, the pair (F^, E^) is a regular Dirichlet space in the sense of [13]. So by the

results of §2 in that paper there exists an exceptional set N of X which is

"negligible" in an appropriate sense and a family of probabilities % indexed by

x in the complement X — N which form a strong Markov process taking values

in X — N and having the usual regularity conditions. That is, the process is quasi-

left-continuous and the trajectories are right continuous with left-hand limits

existing everywhere. We would like to show that the measures ir(x, dy) are in the

sense of [16] the Levy measures for this Markov process. At present we can do

this only after imposing one of two side conditions.

In the remainder of this section we will be using freely the notation of [13, §3].

For example the operators GuD,u~> 0, are the resolvent operators which

correspond to the process killed upon exiting from the set D and (FD, ED) is the

corresponding Dirichlet space. Here and elsewhere the subscript p will usually be

suppressed.

1.5. Side condition. There exists a subbasis of open sets D such that the

indicator lD belongs to the killed Dirichlet space FD.

1.6. Side condition. F = L and there exists a collection of open sets which is

closed under finite unions and which is a basis for the topology of X such that

every D in this collection has the following property: for quasi-every x in D

(1.1) inf[t > 0: X, is not in 0} = inf{r > 0: X, is not in cl(D)}

with % probability one. (cl(Z>) denotes the closure of D.)
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Remark. In any examples where we have been able to establish the first part of

1.6 we have found the second part to be trivial. Therefore we have not explored

the possibility that the second part is actually superfluous.

The point of these side conditions is

Theorem 13. If either 1.5 or 1.6 is satisfied, then there exists a collection of open

sets which is closed under finite unions and which is a basis for the topology ofX such

that for each D in the collection and for each u > 0

(1.2) GuD{u\ + <n(;X -/>)}= 1

quasi-everywhere on D.

Equation (1.2) effectively identifies w(-,X - D) as the density for "jumping out

of /)." We prove now that 1.5 is sufficient for (1.2). The proof that 1.6 is sufficient

is rather technical and we defer it until the appendix.

Fix an open set D satisfying 1.5. By [13, Theorem 3.6] the function space FD is

the collection of/in F such that the quasi-continuous refinement/* = 0 quasi-

everywhere on M = X — D and

ED(f,g ) = *<</>*> + So KdxMx,M)f(x)g(x)

for/, g in FD. Here

«/,*> = ffDxD 4p(dx),dy]{f(x) "/( v)Hsto - g( v)}.

Since the indicator \D belongs to FD we have for/in FD

ED(\D,f) = / p(dxHx,M)f(x)

from which (1.2) follows by Proposition 1.2 and (1.3) in [13]. Thus Theorem 1.3

will be proved with the hypothesis 1.5 if we show that the intersection D

= Dx n D2 and the union £>' = /), U D2 satisfy 1.5 whenever Dx and D2 do. By

the contraction property F is closed under products of bounded functions and so

the indicators \D = lD¡ lDl and lfl. = Iß, + lz>2 - Iß, lß2 belong to F. Moreover

the quasi-continuous refinements 1*>, and 1*>2 vanish quasi-everywhere on Mx and

M2 and so l*y vanishes quasi-everywhere on Af. Thus \¡y belongs to F1". A similar

argument establishes this result for D.

In the remainder of this section we assume that the conclusion of Theorem 1.3 is

valid.

Fix an open subset D of X satisfying (1.2) and let M = X — D as above. It

follows that if D„, n > 1, is an increasing sequence of open sets each having

compact closure in D and such that D„ Î D, then for « > 0 /fux~D" lD i 0 quasi-

everywhere on D as n t oo and therefore

9MM U {3}) < oojA-^uojh, is in M] = 0.
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That is, the trajectory can exit from D only by "jumping out" and never by

"wandering to the boundary of D." The proof of Theorem 1.1 in [14] suffices to

refine (1.2) to

(1.3) &x[o(M U {3}) < /WtVu(3})-o)] = GuD(M;M))(x)

for / > 0 on D and for quasi-every x in D. Next let D' be a second open set

containing D and satisfying (1.2). Then

(1.4) %HM) < RU;X<U) is in D'] - GUD4;,D' n M)(x)

for quasi-every x in D. This follows since the left side

= Sx[o(M)<Ru;\iy(X^))]

= &x[o(M) < Ru; G^{«1 + H-.A/')}^))]

= HuMGuD,{ul+<lr(;M')}(x)

= Gfiul + n(;M')}(x) - GuD{u\ + ir(;M')}(x)

= GuD{u\ + tr(;M)}(x) - GuD{u\ + m(;M')}(x)

- Gufl7r(-,Z)' - D)(x).

Again the proof of Theorem 1.1 in [14] refines (1.4) to

(1.5) &x[o(M) < R^ñX^yo);X&f¥) is in D'] - GUDM;D' - D)(x).

and then an easy passage to the limit extends (1.5) to

êx[o(M) < RuiñX^yoMX^)]

O-6) ra(M) r

valid for / > 0 on D and g > 0 on A/. This effectively identifies the measures

ir(x,dy) as the Levy measures for the process. We finish this section by

establishing the formula (1.10) below for the Dirichlet norm which gives precise

meaning to the heuristic statement: "the process consists entirely of jumps."

For u > 0 let 9" be the countably additive measure constructed in [14, §4].

Define the martingale Muf(i) by

Muf(t)=f(Xl)+fi[dsg(Xs)

for f = Gug with g bounded and ju-integrable and by passage to the limit for

general/in F. (See [14, §5].) Then by the very definition of Muf(t)

(1.7) Eu(f,f) = ¿SWG:)}2.
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Let Dx, ..., DN be open subsets of X having disjoint compact closures and each

satisfying (1.2). For each / choose open D'¡ with compact closure contained in D¡

and let D = Dx U • • • U DN and D' = D\ U • • • U D'N. Define stopping times

a(n) and b(n) as follows.

a(\) = inf{f > 0: X, is in £>'},

b(\) = inf {/ > 0: X, is in X - D¡ with i chosen so that X^,) is in D'¡),

a(2) = inf {/ > ¿>(1): X, is in />'}, etc.,

with the understanding that a(n) or b(n) = +00 if not otherwise defined. The

strong Markov property together with (1.6) establishes for/in F

g, 2 I[b(n) < +oo]{/(^n)) -f(XHn)_0)}2

- Bx 2 Q dte-«jMM] *(Xt,dy){f(X,) - f(y)}2

where M[a(n)] is the unique M¡ = X - D¡ such that X^n) is in D'¡. If follows from

(1.8) that

S" 2 {/(*,) "/(AU)}2

^ S/^^/^^^i/to-Ziy)}2,

and after varying D¡ and /)¡ in an appropriate manner it follows from (1.9) that

S" 2 {/(*,) -/(*,_o)}2 > 2£B(/,/).

But/(A,) - Muf(t) is a continuous process [14, Theorem 5.2] and so it follows

from Meyer's decomposition of a square integrable martingale into its contin-

uous and discontinuous parts [10] that

&" 2 {/(*,) -/(a;_o)}2 < &u{Mf(t)}2.

This together with (1.7) establishes

(1.10) g„(/,/) = ¿s"2 U(x,) -f(x,.0)}2

for« > 0 and/in F.

2. Symmetric stable processes in Euclidean space. In this section X is Euclidean

space Rd,d> 1, and dj is standard Lebesgue measure. For 0 < a < 2 consider

the generalized matrix

(2.1) w°(i,dj) = Ca\i -yf-Vy

with Ca the constant

Ca - 2«/2r(a/2 + ci/2){(a/2)r(l - ay^M2}"1.
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Symmetry for dj follows from symmetry of |/ - j\. The regularity condition 1.3

follows from the identity

tâj<fJ>={d\\f~(\)\2\\\a2-°/2

valid for/in L with/~ defined after the usual passage to the limit by

r<A)-(2*)-áfdje-*>f(j).

The side condition 1.6 is valid for the entire range 0 < a < 2. The second part

follows for D convex by an obvious symmetry argument. To prove the first part

approximate / in L by convolutions g = <p * / which are continuous and vanish

at infinity and then approximate such g by g - g„ with g„ an appropriate

truncation of g. (As discussed in the remark following Definition 1.4, it suffices

that the approximating sequence converge almost everywhere or in measure and

have bounded Dirichlet norms.)

Side condition 1.6 is sufficient for us to be able to apply the results in §1.

However it will turn out that side condition 1.5 is essential in §4. Thus it is

significant that 1.5 is valid, at least for sets D having "reasonable boundaries,"

only for the range 0 < a < 1. To see why, consider a bounded open set D

having a smooth boundary. (A Lipschitz condition of order one would suffice.)

The calculation

dttd-\t-d-a = -V«
* a

shows that for/ in D

(l/C){dist(j,A/)ra < TT°(j,M) < c{disl(j,M)Y*

where as usual M = Rä — D. The constant c > 0 depends only on a, d and the

geometry of D. It follows that at least for such D

(2.2) fDdj«°(j,M)<+n

if and only if 0 < a < 1. But (2.2) is necessary and sufficient for the indicator

\D to belong to L and therefore F. We restrict attention now to the range

0 < a < 1 and collect some results which will be needed in §4.

Lemma 2.1. Let 0 < a < 1.

(i) If B is an open ball, then there exists a sequence of functions <pn in Ccom(/?1')

with supports contained in B and satisfying

0 < <p„ < 1;       <pB-> \D[a.e.dj\,

(2-3)
SUp^<mn,<pB>< +00.

■

(ii) If G is a bounded open set with smooth boundary, then there exists a sequence

of functions <pn in Cam(Rd) all identically one on G and satisfying (2.3).
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The lemma guarantees in particular that \B belongs to FD when B is an open

ball and so side condition 1.5 is satisfied. The proof is elementary once (2.2) is

established. For (i), consider smaller concentric spheres and convolve with

approximations to the identity. For (ii) first convolve with approximations to the

identity and then truncate and normalize.

3. Interacting lattices. X is the collection of {0,1} valued functions on the d-

dimensional lattice Zd. Typical elements in Zd will be denoted by /', j, k and

typical elements in X will be denoted x, y, z. We give X the usual product

topology so that it is a separable compact Hausdorff space.

The interaction potential is a real valued function V defined on Zd x Zd and

satisfying

3.1.1. V(i,i) = Oand V(i,j) = V(j,i).
3.1.2.suPl2,|K(/,y)|<+oo.

The energy localized at the sites / and y is

Uy(x) = 2 {x(i)x(k)V(i,k) + x(j)x(k)V(j,k)}.
k

The transformation o y permutes the jth andyth coordinates of x in X. Thus

ovx(j) = x(i);      Oyx(i) = x(j);      Oyx(k) = x(k)   for k # i,j.

The single particle matrix is an irreducible symmetric stochastic matrix on Zd

such that ir°(i, i ) = 0 for all i. Thus

t°(iJ) = »°UO;     2 t°(U) = 2 ^°(k,i) = l.
k k

For x in X let -n(x, dy) be the unique Borel measure on X such that for Borel

/ > 0 on X,

j'tr(x,dy)f(y) = 2 v°(i,j)ex.p{Uy(x)}f(oyx)

with the sum taken over unordered pairs i,j such that OyX ̂  x. It is easy to check

that the measures ir(x,dy) form a generalized matrix on X in the sense of 1.1.

The function 7r(-,X - D) is bounded whenever D depends on only finitely

many coordinates and so for any symmetric probability,

H<W*> = fDp(dxMx,X- D)

is finite and lD, since it is continuous, belongs to the killed Dirichlet space FD.

(This follows from Theorem 3.6(iii) and Lemma 1.15 in [13].) Thus the regularity

condition 1.3 and the side condition 1.5 are always satisfied and the results of §1

are always applicable to symmetric probabilities. The following theorem gives a

direct characterization of symmetric probabilities.
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Theorem 3.1. A probability ponXis symmetric if and only if

(3.1) / p(dx)exp{Uu(x)}f(ovx) = / p(dx)exp{Uu(x)}f(x)

for every pair i,j in Zd and for fin C(X).

Proof. Sufficiency of (3.1) follows directly from the definition of the measure

ir(x,dy). To establish necessity fix a pair /',/ in Zd with ita(i,j) > 0, let S be a

finite subset of Zd containing i and/, let A be an atom in the sigma-algebra 9S

generated by the x(k) as k runs over S and apply symmetry with / and g the

indicators of A and osA respectively. This yields for a given symmetric

measure p,

"°(U)fA p(dx)exp{Uij(x)) = T°(V)J^ iKdx)exp{Uu(x)}

and (3.1) follows for / measurable with respect to 9S and therefore for all/in

C(X). Finally the restriction ir°(i,j) > 0 can be removed since ir° is irreducible.

The case V = 0 corresponds to pure exclusion in [15]. Thus for pure exclusion

a probability p is symmetric if and only if it is exchangeable in the classical sense.

A well-known theorem of Hewitt and Savage states that the extremal exchange-

able probabilities are precisely the product exchangeable probabilities. (See [9,

Chapter VIII] for a simple proof using martingale theory.) For nonzero Kthe role

of product exchangeable probabilities seems to be played by the so-called "Gibbs

distributions" which to the author's knowledge were first studied on a rigorous

basis by Dobrushin [1]. In particular Dobrushin shows that there is at least one

Gibbs distribution for every choice of the chemical potential. In general it is not

unique. Since every Gibbs distribution satisfies (3.1) it is symmetric. Thus the

results of § 1 can be appl ied to establish the existence of Markov processes which

are models for systems of particles interacting through speed change and

exclusion as described heuristically in [15]. We have already mentioned in the

introduction that such Markov processes have also been constructed by Holley

and Liggett and that their results are more complete. In the remainder of this

section we describe the connection between their construction and ours.

Let C(X) be the collection of continuous functions on X and let C0(X) be the

subcollection of/in C(X) depending only on finitely many coordinates. Consider

the operator ß0 defined on/in C0(X) by

flo/(x)=/^x,¿v){/(v)-/(*)}.

Clearly ß0 maps C0(X) into C(X). Holley [6] for a special case and Liggett [7] in

general have shown that the closure Q of ß0 (considered as operators on the

Banach space C(X)) generates a strongly continuous Markovian semigroup

{P',t > 0} on C(X). The connection between this semigroup and the Dirichlet
spaces (F^.i'j,) is described in
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Theorem 3.2. The following conditions are equivalent for p a probability on X.

(i) p is symmetric in the sense of 1.2.

(ii) fp(dx)Q0f(x)g(x) =fp(dx)f(x)Sl0g(x)forf, g in C0(X).
(iii) J p(dx)P'f(x)g(x) = S p(dx)f(x)P'g(x)forf, g in C(X) and for t > 0.
If these conditions are satisfied, then the operators P' have unique extensions to

operators PA on L2(p) which form a strongly continuous symmetric Markovian

semigroup on L2(p). The generator of this semigroup is the closure fiM of fi0

(considered as an operator on L2(pA). The function space F„ is identical with L^ and

is precisely the domain of the unique positive definite square root of the selfadjoint

operator — fi^. Moreover

(3.2) E,(J,g) = f p(dx)(-^2f(x)(-Qlif2g(x)  forf, g in F,.

Proof. Equivalence of (i) and (ii) is immediate and equivalence of (ii) and (iii)

follows because the generator ß is the closure of fi0- The remainder of the

theorem follows by elementary arguments since the closure ty, of Q0 (considered

as an operator on L2(p)) contains the operator 0.

Remark. Theorem 3.2 guarantees in particular that the side condition 1.6 is

always satisfied. This is because X has a basis of sets both open and closed and

so the second part of 1.6 is automatic.

It follows from Theorem 3.2 that every symmetric probability p is invariant for

the operators P'. That is f p(dx)f(x) = ] p(dx)P'f(x) for t > 0 and for/in

C(X). In general there are invariant probabilities for the P' which are not

symmetric. (See [8].) However

Theorem 33. Let p be a symmetric probability which has no nontrivial represen-

tation

(3.3) p = 0v + (l- 6)X

with 0 < 9 < 1 and with v, X symmetric probabilities. Then p has no nontrivial

representation (3.3) with v, X invariant for the P'.

Proof. If p has a nontrivial representation (3.3) with v, X invariant for the P',

then there exists a nonconstant function <p in L2(p) such that P'op = <p for t > 0.

But then op is in the domain of the L2(p) generator fiM and ty,<p = 0, which

certainly implies that <p belongs to F^ and ^(«p,^) = 0. Choose a real such that

the sets [x: tp(x) > a} and [x: (p(x) < a} both have positive p probability. Then

the restrictions of p to these two sets, after appropriate normalization, yield a

nontrivial representation (3.3) with v, X symmetric.

It follows from Theorem 3.3 that every product exchangeable probability is an

extremal invariant probability for the operators P' in the case of pure exclusion.

This and much more have been proved by Liggett and Spitzer using quite

different techniques. For the transient case see [8]. The results for w° recurrent

are more recent and have not yet appeared in finished form.
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4. Interacting hard sphere systems. In this section X is the collection of {0,1}

valued functions x defined on ¿/-dimensional Euclidean space Rd and satisfying

the restriction

(4.1) x(i)x(j) = 0

whenever 0 < |» — j\ < 2r. Here r is a fixed positive number which can be

interpreted as the radius of a typical hard sphere.

For <p > 0 on Rd the enumerator Sq> is defined on X by

SqAx) = 2-x(')<K0-
i

It is easy to check that X is a separable compact Hausdorff space with the

topology generated by the enumerators S<p as <p runs over nonnegative continuous

functions having compact support in Rd.

The interaction potential is a real valued Borel function V defined on Rd and

satisfying

4.1.1. V(i) = V(-i) and Fis bounded from below.

4.2.2. V(0) = 0 and V(i) = +oo for 0 < |/|< 2r.

4.2.3. \V(j)\ < v(\i\) for \i\ > 2r where v is a monotonically decreasing

function satisfying S£ dttd~tv(t) < +co.

The single particle matrix ir°(i,dj) is defined by (2.1) with the restriction

0 < a < 1. Of course other choices for m°(i,dj) will work as well, but the

restriction on a is essential as regards symmetric stable processes. The generalized

matrix m(x, dy) is defined by

f ir(x,dy)f(y) = 2 x(i) jm°(i,dj)I(x - e, + e, is in X)

• exp|s x(k)V(i - *)}/(* - e, + e,).

Here e, is the element in X which is one at / in Rd and identically zero otherwise.

Of course the indicator is inserted to suppress jumps which would violate the

hard sphere constraint.

Our candidate for a symmetric probability is a Gibbs probability as defined by

Dobrushin in [2]. For the reader's convenience we give with slight modification

Dobrushin's proof of existence.

Fix a mean density p > 0. This plays a role similar to the chemical potential

in statistical mechanics. For S a bounded open subset of Rd let Xs be the

collection of bounded integral valued functions a on the closure cl(5) such that

l«l = 2 «(' ) is finite. Clearly Xs is a separable locally compact Hausdorff space

in the topology generated by the enumerators S<p as œ runs over nonnegative

continuous functions on cl(S). Let XJ be the collection of x in X such that

x(i) = 0 for i in S. For x in X denote by xs and xj the obvious members of Xs

and XJ. Let \s(da) be the usual Poisson measure over cl(5) with mean pdj. That

is, \s is the probability on Xs determined by the conditions
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4.2.1. S<pi, ..., Sç„ are mutually independent whenever (ft, ..., <p„ are indica-

tors of disjoint Borel subsets of cl(S).

4.2.2. S<p is a Poisson variable with mean p|j4| whenever <p is the indicator of a

Borel subset A of cl(S). (Of course \A\ is the Lebesgue measure of A.)

For a in Xs and ß in X% define

Us(a,ß) = i 2 2 ct(i)a(j)V(i -j) + 22 «0)/5(W - *)

with the sums taken over i,j in cl(S) and k in the complement Rd — S and then

define

Zs(ß) = jxXs(da)exV{-Us(a,ß)).

For/bounded and measurable on Xs the function

(4.2) gto = {Zs(x*s)}-X f Xs(da)f(a)exp{-Us(a, x*s)}
*

is continuous on X. This follows from the assumed boundedness conditions on

the interaction potential V and from well-known continuity properties of

translation operators acting on integrable functions on Euclidean space.

We say that a probability p on X is Gibbsian over S if

f p(dx)f(xs)g(x%)

= /xî pUdß)g(ß){Zs(ß)}-1 fx¡ Xs(da)f(a)exp{-Us(a,ß)}

for/, g bounded and measurable on Xs and X% where u$ is a fixed probability on

XJ. From continuity of the functions (4.2) it follows that the collection of all such

probabilities on X is vaguely compact. It is easy to check that if u is Gibbsian

over one S then it is Gibbsian over all smaller S and from this follows the

existence of at least one probability p which is Gibbsian over all S. We call any

such u a Gibbs probability. Now we are ready for

Lemma 4.1. Let pbe a Gibbs probability on X. Then for f(x,y) nonnegative and

jointly Borel measurable onXxX

Jp(dx) jir(x,dy)f(x,y)

= p J di j\°(i,dj) j p(dx)I[x + e„x + t} are in X]f(x + e¡,x + e,).

In particular u is symmetric.

Proof. Clearly

/p(dx) f -n(x,dy)f(x,y) = jpidx)^ x(/)exp{2 x(k)V(i - k)\(x,i)

with g defined on X X Rd by
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g(x,i) - Jir°(i,dj)I(x -e¡ + e, is in X)f(x,x +e, - e¡).

The lemma will be proved if we establish

¡p(dx) 2 *(0expÍ2 4k)V(i - k)\g(x,i)

(4.3) ' U J
= p j di j p(dx)I(x + e¡ is in X)g(x + e¡,i).

If suffices to establish (4.3) instead for h(x,i) = exp{—Stp(x)}\p(i) with <p, ip > 0

on Rd and supported by a bounded open set S. The left side of (4.3) with g

replaced by h

= fp(dx) 2 40>K0exp{-S<)p(*)}exp{2 *(*) K(/ - *)}

= S\üW)&Aß))-1 f*s(da) 2 a(i)tfi)exp{-Sç<a)}

• exp|2 «</)*» -7") + 2 Ä*)K(/ - A:)}exp{-Í/S(a,j8)}.

But it is well known that

fhida) 2 <*(/)**(«,/)
(4.4) '

= p]si/ijAs(</a)/i*(a + e/,i)

whenever A* > 0 is Borel measurable on Xs x S. In verifying (4.4) it suffices to

consider the special case

h*(a,i) = exp{-Sm»}*+(/)

where $+ = \Ai; <p+ = 2£i C|U, with cx,..., cN > 0 and Ax, ...,AN disjoint

Borel subsets of cl(S). Then

(*s(da)-2a(i)h*(a,i)

= 2 evr>(-p\Ax\){pk\Ax\k/k^ke-^

N

• IT exp{-p|^| + p\Aj\exp(-Cj)}

= p\Ax I exp(-c,) S *s(d«) exp{-S<p+(a)}

= pfsdif\s(da)h*(ct + ei,i)

and (4.4) follows. We apply (4.4) with
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h*(a,i) = t/</)exp{-S<p(a)}

• exp|2 a(j)V(i -j) + 2 ß(k)V(i - k)}exp{-Us(a,ß)}.

Then

h*(a + £,-,/) - xÜi)e-i<i)tXp{-^a))exp{-Us(a,ß)}I[Us(a + e„ß) < +00]

and so the left side of (4.3) with h instead of g

= jp*s(dß){Zs(ß)}-ip jdi Sxs(daW)e-«)

• exp{-%q{a)}exp{-Us(a,ß)}I[Us(a + ehß) < +00]

= p i di J p(dx) I[x + e¡ is in X] h(x + t¡, i )

which proves (4.3) for h and therefore for g after a passage to the limit.

Finally we prove that side condition 1.5 is satisfied for any Gibbs probability

p. For our subbasis we take open sets Dx = {x: SlB(x) = 1} with B an open ball

of radius less than r and open sets D2 = {x: Slci(C) = 0} with G a bounded open

subset of Rd having a smooth boundary. To handle Dx let <p„ be as in Lemma

2.1(i). Clearly fn = 1 - exp{Slog(l — tpn)} is continuous and supported by Dx

and/ -* lD¡ [a.e./i]. Moreover by Lemma 4.1

jp(dx) j' <n(x,dy)\fn(x) -fn(y)\2 < p jdi j' v°(i,dj)\<pn(i) - <P»0)|2

and it follows that 1D) is in FD>. To obtain this result for D2 take «p, as in Lemma

2.1(h) and define/ = exp{S log(l — <pa)}.

Appendix. Proof of Theorem 13 under the side condition 1.6. We begin by

proving a general result which may be of independent interest. Let X and p be as

in the text and let (F*,E*) be a Dirichlet space relative to L2(X, p) and satisfying

the following regularity condition.

A.l. F* n Cmm(X) is uniformly dense in C(X).

Let q(x) > 0 be locally bounded on X and define

F" = {/in F: f dxq(x)f2(x) < +00 j,

E<(f,g) - E*(f,g)+fdxq(x)f(x)g(x).

The pair (Fq,Eq) is easily seen to be a Dirichlet space relative to L2(X,p). Our

general result effectively identifies it as the Dirichlet space derived from (F*, E*)

by "killing at the rate q"

Theorem A.l. Let [G¡,u > 0} be the resolvent corresponding to the given

Dirichlet space (F*,E*) and let [G*,u > 0} correspond to the Dirichlet space
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(F»,£:«). Then for u>0

Gu = GS + GSqGu = GS + GuqG¡.

Proof. If (F*, E*) is regular so that the construction in [13, §2] is applicable we

define G2*f(x) = S* $u) dtf(Xt) where

o(u) = infíí > 0: ut + J' dsq(Xs) > r\

with R the usual random time independent of the trajectory variables and

exponentially distributed with density e~'I (I > 0). A simple computation estab-

lishes

(A.1) G* = GJ>* + G* qGJ* = G/* + Gu«*qGu*.

If (F*,E*) is not regular we use the appendix in [13] together with the above

construction to establish the existence of a resolvent {G„?#, u > 0} satisfying

(A.1). Denote the corresponding Dirichlet space by (F»*,/??*). The theorem will

be proved if we show that actually (F«*,£«#) = (F?,£*). We begin by

establishing

F«* c F?,
(A.2)

E«*(f,f) > E"(f,f),      fin F**,/ > 0.

We remark first that if {GJ,m > 0} and {G2,u > 0} are resolvents with corre-

sponding Dirichlet spaces (F',£') and (F2,E2) and if (Gj/,/) < (G2f,f) for

/> 0 in L2(X,ft), then F1 C F2 and also El(f,f) > E2(f,f) for/> 0 in F1.
This follows from the fundamental relation

E'(f,f) - i™ uf p(dx){f - uG'f)(x)f(x)      (u T oo)

which is an easy consequence of the spectral theorem. Thus (A.1) implies that

F»* C F* and so for g > 0 in L2(X,p)

El(Gu"*8,Grg)

= Lim fp(dx)v{G¿>*g - vG:+vGJ*g}(x)Gu"*g(x)

= Lim{fp(dx)v{Gig - G;+l/Glg}(x)Gu"*g(x)

-fp(dx)v{G*uqG,f*g - fG;+„GÎ?GL?*g}toG/*g(;c)j

= Lim^f p(dx)vG;+vg(x)Gu"*g(x)

- f p(dx)vG;+l,qGu<>*g(x)GJ>*g(x)}
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with all limits taken as v f oo, and by Fatou's lemma

El{Gg*g,GS*g) < ES*(Grg,Gr¿)-fÁdx)q(x){G2*(x))2

which gives (A.2) after dropping the subscript u from E¡ and £"**, approximating

/ > 0 in Fi# by uGf*f and once more applying Fatou's lemma. By the remark

following (A.2), the theorem will be completely proved if we show that

(A3) / p(dx)G*f(x)f(x) < f p(dx)G<*f(x)f(x)

for/> 0 in L2(X,</x). It suffices to show this when G¿* is replaced by G/#

defined as above except that q is replaced by a bounded nonnegative function q"

dominated by q. It is easy to check that E/* «■ F* and that

E"'*(f,g) = E*(f,g) + / pidx)q'(x)f(x)g(x)

for/, g in F*. Then for <p > 0 in F* n C^X) and therefore in F?,

fp(dx)f(x)op(x) = E<(G<f,<p) > EÏ*(GM,<f).

If (F*,E*) (and therefore (F«'#,£«'*)) were regular we could approximate G/*f

by such m and (A3) would follow. To handle the general case let F*'** be the

E(* closure of F* n Cmm(X) and denote by [G«'**,u > 0} the resolvent

which corresponds to the Dirichlet space (F»'##, £«'*). Then G/**/can be

approximated by such <p and so (A3) will follow if we establish

(A.4) / pldx)Gf**f(x)f(x) < f p(dx)Gf*f(x)f(x).

Butfor/,ginL2(X,u)

E¿*(Gf*f- Gf**f,GJ*g) = 0

and so Gf**f is the orthogonal projection of <J/*/onto F«'#*. Then

E¿*(G¿**f,Gf**f) < Ef*(Gf*f,G?f)

which is equivalent to (A.4).

We show now that Theorem 1.3 follows from Theorem A.1 under the side

condition 1.6. Consider an open subset D of X satisfying (1.1) and denote its

closure by D*. The killed resolvent {GuD',u > 0} is defined just as for open D

and the arguments of [13, §3] can be modified in an obvious manner to show that

the GUD' are symmetric and that the corresponding Dirichlet space (FD*,ED') is

given by FD' = {/in F: / = 0 q.e. on X - £>*}, ED'(f,g) = E(f,g),f, g in FD\
Suppose now that/in L2(X,u) has a quasi-continuous version/* belonging to F

and that / = 0 [a.e.fi] on X - D*. Since X - D* is open, Lemma 1.15 in [13]

implies that also /* = 0 q.e. on X - D* and therefore /* belongs to Ffl*. (It is
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crucial for this argument that X - D* be open.) It follows that modulo quasi-

continuous refinements

F°* = {/in F: / = 0 [a.e.<£c] on X - D*},

ED'(f,g) = iir^a«) +/ß. /•(&)*(*,X - />*)/(*)*(*).

Consider the pair

F* = {/in L2(A¿x)}: nD'<f,f> is finite,

*•(/,*) - Wfl*</,£>•

It is easy to check that (F*,E*) is a conservative Dirichlet space relative to

L2(D,p) (that is, uGl = 1 [a.e.p.] on D for « > 0) and that (again modulo quasi-

continuous refinements)

FD' = |/in F*: J"ß pidx)m(x,X - D*){f(x)}2 is finitel,

E°'(f,g) = E*(f,g)+fD dx^(x,X - D*)f(x)g(x).

The regularity condition A.1 for (F*,£*) follows directly from the regularity

condition 1.3 for (F,£). Thus Theorem A.1 is applicable with q(x) =

tr(x,X - D*) and

1 = uG* 1 = GUC>1 + <n{;X - D*)uG* 1}

= GuD'{u\ + b(-,X - D*)}

[a.e. p] on D and it follows in particular that

1 = G^ÍmI + w(-,X - /)*)}

and therefore

(A.6) 1 < GB{«1 + ir(;X - D))

[a.e.p] on D. The opposite inequality is elementary. If q(x) is any bounded

nonnegative function on D dominated by ir(; X — D), then

E»(f,g) = £"(/,g) - f p(dx)q(x)f(x)g(x)

is easily seen to be a Dirichlet norm on FD and by Theorem A.1 (for a special

case that is easily verified directly)

1 > «Gu?l - GuD{u\ + q}.

This establishes (1.2) up to p-null sets on D. Identity quasi-everywhere on D

follows since both sides can be approximated from below quasi-everywhere on D

by applying vGu+v and letting f T oo.
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ERRATUM

Added in proof April 2, 1974

Recent work by the author makes it clear that the side conditions 1.5 and 1.6

are irrelevant for the identification of the measure   ti(x, dy)  as  "Levy measures."

(See Chapter 2 in the author's monograph Symmetric Markov Processes   which is

now in preparation.)  However the real point of this erratum is to point out that

Theorem A. 1 in the appendix is false without an additional hypothesis such as

regularity for (F*, E*).  This is in fact a condition on q(x). For a counterexample

to the theorem as stated let X = (0, °°), let p be Lebesgue measure, let (F*, E*)

be the Dirichlet space which corresponds to reflecting Brownian motion and let

q(x) be such that q(x) is not integrable near 0 but xq(x) is.
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